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T

here’s not much room for the
editor’s er, editorial in this issue of
Outdoor Focus. That’s because this
(thicker than usual) edition has wise
words from regulars Kev Reynolds and
Roly Smith, as well as Paddy Dillon.
It’s also jam-packed with features
about the recent ‘Big Weekend’ in the
Norfolk Broads. Enjoy!
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The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association of media professionals
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corners of the globe. They include writers, journalists, ﬁlm makers, photographers, publishers and
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Wordsmith

the man with the worlds’ best job

Kev Reynolds remembers the day his dad saw the light...

‘I

don’t know what you see in mountains,’
said my dad in exasperation. ‘You’ve seen
one, you’ve seen them all!’
A typical comment from someone who’d never
set eyes on a mountain and whose only ‘abroad’
came after he’d landed on a Normandy beach
on D-Day in World War II. That experience –
and the months that followed – had wiped any
sense of enquiry from him, and now he was
exasperated because I’d just told him I was
leaving what he considered a steady job with
good pension prospects, in favour of a winter’s
work in the Alps. But I’d be wasting my breath
if I tried to explain the dramatic beauty of the
world’s high places, or the call to adventure that
invades sleep and becomes a daylight challenge.
I had no words to describe the thrill of breasting
a lofty pass to discover a whole new world spread
before me waiting to be explored, nor the starlit
magic of a bivouac above the clouds. In any case,
Dad was deaf to such woolly romanticising. It
had no place in his reality.

To our girls, wet tents, winding trails and
simple meals cooked on a little Camping Gaz
were normal
Fast forward twelve years…
I was now married with two young children,
and working in a job I believed in. It didn’t pay
much, but we managed to save enough for an
annual fortnight in the Alps or Pyrenees, for
Min and I had indoctrinated our daughters to
mountain life long before their first birthdays,
and they were used to what my parents
considered ‘roughing it’. To our girls, wet
tents, winding trails and simple meals cooked
on a little Camping Gaz were normal. As for my
relationship with Dad, well, although he still
doubted my sanity, family life had softened the
rough edges between us. He and Mum thought
the world of our girls and they adored their
grandparents in return. Perhaps there was hope
for me after all.
Taking a risk we planned a holiday together.
We’d hire a small camper van for the oldies to
sleep in, while we would use our tent. It would
be our way of introducing them to an ‘abroad’
outside their own very limited experience. So
with a certain trepidation they ordered their
first-ever passports, and left the rest for me
to organise. After all, I was the only one with a

driving licence, and knew where we were going.
After speeding across northern France as
fast as the Dormobile would carry us, we then
dawdled over the Jura to gain a hazy view of
the Alps ahead. The Alps at last; faint in the
distance and with no clear detail, but the Alps
nonetheless. Min and I were coming home.
Down we drifted through cuckoo clock
villages, chuntered alongside lakes and over an
easy pass from which the unmistakable Eiger,
Mönch and Jungfrau could be seen floating on a
skein of mist. We’d just had our lunch and the
oldies were snoozing in the back while I clutched
the steering wheel and grinned from ear to ear.
Min and the girls shared my excitement. But the
oldies were in worlds of their own.

Little did I realise then that I’d be back many
more times in the years ahead – researching
routes for Walking in the Bernese Oberland
We found a pitch in one of the huge
Lauterbrunnen campsites. By then clouds
were down and rain washed the dust from the
camper van as evening closed in. The girls were
undeterred by the weather. It always rains on
mountain holidays. Doesn’t it? But while he
enjoyed the antics of his grandchildren, I could
sense that Dad was disappointed to see nothing
but low clouds outside. He could have stayed
home and got wet. He had no need to come all the
way to Switzerland for the privilege.
If you don’t know it, the Lauterbrunnen Valley
in the Bernese Oberland is the ultimate U-shaped
glacier-carved trench, flanked by soaring grey
walls down which numerous feathery waterfalls
dampen the cliffs. The Jungfrau guards its
entrance, and from it a row of stately peaks and
glaciers lead the eye to the Breithorn where the
headwall curves to include the Tschingelhorn
and unseen Gspaltenhorn. On either side of
the valley, but high above Lauterbrunnen, the
ever-popular car-free resorts of Wengen and
Mürren offer fine walking with magnificent
views. Oh, the days we’d spent hiking up there,
Min, me and the girls! Little did I realise then
that I’d be back many more times in the years
ahead – researching routes for Walking in the
Bernese Oberland, creating the multi-day Tour
of the Jungfrau Region or passing through on
the Swiss Alpine Pass Route. Little did I suspect
that I’d lead walking holidays in and around this
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Wordsmith cont’d

amazing valley, or be based
in Grindelwald, Wengen and
Mürren for weeks at a time
while working on other writing
projects.
Now, I was just happy to be
back. Rain or no rain.
Awake before dawn, I knew
at once the rain had stopped
overnight, so snuck out of the
tent, tiptoed across the damp
grass and tapped on the camper
van’s door. Dad’s face appeared
at the window. I beckoned him
out, and a few minutes later he
slid open the door and followed
me out of the campsite. Neither
of us said a word.
I led the way in the
unpromising half-light towards
the Staubbach Falls, then took
the path upvalley. Tatters of
mist outlined the course of the
river, while Dad and I shivered.
But yesterday’s clouds had
vanished overnight and I smiled
in anticipation of what would
happen next.
Suddenly and without
warning, day entered the sky
and flooded the mountains with
light. Upvalley the Breithorn
blushed, its summit snows and
hanging glaciers warmed to
the sun (which we could not
yet see), and Dad and I stood
still. Within minutes the valley
was transformed, as were the
mountains that walled it. Had
we been up on one of the high
alps, we might have seen more,
but this was something special for Dad and for me. For the very
first time we were sharing the
magic, and his eyes were moist.
Fast forward another twentyfive years…
Dad’s health was failing. We
sat in his old person’s bungalow
and leafed through his photo
album. He lingered over a print
of Mum, Min and the girls in
a meadow outside Mürren.
In the background stretched
the Lauterbrunnen Wall. You
could see all the way from the
Jungfrau to the Breithorn; a
scene dominated by mountains,
snowfields, glaciers. And
waterfalls.
Without looking up, he said:
‘That was a cracking holiday. I
know what you see in mountains
now.’
www.kevreynolds.co.uk
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BOOK REVIEWS Roly Smith
line drawings of the various routes. In
their place, apart from general, scenesetting drawings of each route and the
unsurpassed detail of his panoramas
visible from each summit, his mountain
photography now matches some of the
best taken in his beloved Lake District.
Highly recommended.

And as might be expected from this
lover and long-time promotor of the
Atlas Mountains of Morocco, there’s
a whole section devoted to these
delectable summits, and each section
is headed by one of Brown’s perceptive
poems.
Kev Reynolds accurately describes
Brown as “a legend and an inspiration”
and coming from a source as reputable
as that, few would argue with him.

arches and doorways; the 18th century
Palladian-style Duddingston House, built
by the 8th Earl of Abercorn, and what’s
claimed to be the oldest pub in Scotland,
The Sheep Heid in The Causeway, which
is said to date from 1360.
What I found most fascinating though
were the accounts of the mysterious
and still unexplained four-inch-long
miniature coﬃns complete with tiny
carved wooden human corpses found by
schoolboys on the north eastern slopes
of Arthur’s Seat in 1836.
Those and the hoard of over 40
Bronze Age spears, swords and daggers
found in the mud of the bittern-haunted
Duddingston Loch in 1778, which
apparently were a votive weapon
sacriﬁce from 3,000 years ago, show
that Duddingston still has many stories
to tell.

The Lake District Fells:
Wasdale: The Scafells,
Great Gable, Pillar and
Langdale: The Langdale
Pikes and Bowfell
Mark Richards
Cicerone, £14.95 (pb)

T

he latest incarnation of Mark
Richards’ long-running Fellranger
opus are these two handy, pocketsized volumes covering the fells around
the popular centres of Wasdale and
Langdale.
The diﬀerence is that each of the
“fell-friendly” routes to the 25 summits
of the heavily used hills featured in each
volume have been carefully selected
by the author with a view to minimising
erosion.
As he explains: “One of the
underlying impulses of these guides is to
protect these beloved fells by presenting
a diversity of route options for each and
every fell – and also…. recommending
‘fell-friendly’ routes to each summit
which are less susceptible to erosion.”
So in the Wasdale book for example,
alongside the ever-popular Brown
Tongue and Corridor routes to Scafell
Pike, also included is the less-frequented
Brotherilkeld route via Mickledore or
Little Narrowcove.
Richards now seems to have
abandoned his Wainwright-inspired

Chasing the Dreams
Hamish Brown
Sandstone Press, £8.99 (pb)

I

well remember skimming up a
Svarlbard fjord in an inﬂatable with
Hamish Brown when the main topic of
conversation was his perceived similarity
of the surrounding snow-clad peaks to
certain Scottish mountains.
Chasing the Dreams, this legendary
mountain traveller and writer’s latest
biographical excursion and the
companion volume to his recent Walking
the Song, takes the reader even further
aﬁeld.
Culled from his regular contributions
to journals such as the Glasgow Herald,
the Scots Magazine, Scottish Field and
The Great Outdoors, this collection of
essays surely conﬁrms Brown as one of
the world’s greatest mountain explorers.
Starting from youthful escapades in the
Cuillin, Jura, Sutherland, Caithness and
the Cairngorms, we are transported
to the wildernesses of the Alps, Rishi
Ganga in the Himalaya, Kilimanjaro and
the Drakensburg mountains of South
Africa.

Duddingston: its story in
50 objects
Duddingston Conservation Society
Rucksack Readers, £12.99 (pb)

D

uddingston is an often-overlooked
little gem of a village lying in the
south eastern shadow of Arthur’s
Seat, just two miles from the centre of
Edinburgh.
But this attractive new little guide,
produced by the Guild member Jetta
Megarry’s Rucksack Readers, seems
bound to put Duddingston ﬁrmly on
the map. It has been published and
largely written by members of the vibrant
Duddingston Conservation Society to
mark the society’s 60th anniversary this
year (2019).
The booklet is crammed full of
fascinating facts and little-known details
about this long-forgotten village. They
include descriptions of the 12th century
Duddingston Kirk, with its Norman

lake was described by the sainted
Wainwright as no less than “the ﬁnest in
Lakeland.”
This 20-mile route is conveniently
split into four easily manageable
sections and there are also two attractive
loops from the main route.
One from Pooley Bridge is named
The Marmalade March, and takes in
stately Dalemain (home of the World
Marmalade Festival), and the 14th
century Dacre Castle and its church,
with its four enigmatic Scandinavian
‘hogsback’ bear-shaped tombstones.
The other loop from Askham takes in the
dramatic ruins of crenelated 19th century
Lowther Castle, the charming village of
Helton and Askham Fell.
Illustrated by the author’s own
meticulous line drawings and
wonderfully detailed sketch maps,
this guide is all you would need for a
thorough exploration of lovely Ullswater.

The Ullswater Way
Mark Richards
Jake Island Ltd, £5 (pb)

T

he Ullswater Way was originally
established in 2015 in the wake
of Storm Desmond, which
devastated places like Glenridding, to
provide a new opportunity for people
to enjoy what many regard as the Lake
District’s ﬁnest and most varied body of
water.
If any further recommendation was
needed, the walk along the shores of the
seven-and-a-half mile long, three-legged

www.cicerone.co.uk
www. sandstonepress.com
www.rucsacs.com
www.ullswaterway.co.uk
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DON’T THROW IN THE TOWEL
Wondering whether to give up writing guide books? Paddy Dillon advises you to think again...
I have one hundred guidebooks to my name,
and naturally some of those are doing very
well and some have dropped out of print
over the years. Whatever laws govern ‘swings
and roundabouts’ seem to be working in my
favour. While I’m never going to make the rich
list, I’m far from being homeless and hungry. A
year ago I was in a very generous mood, so I
passed one of my guidebooks to someone who
I thought might be able to take it further than
me. I’m sure they’ll do a great job. Time will tell.
I recall a number of well-known writers
from my early days in the Guild, who seem to
have dropped entirely out of the public eye,
and despite them having a splendid catalogue
of works in their heydays, you’d struggle to
ﬁnd anything bearing their name today. I know
that some of them got a bit disillusioned with
the meagre ﬁnancial rewards associated with
writing about the outdoors, but I suspect some
of them threw in the towel too soon.
I’ve taken on projects that were dead in the
water, yet I’ve earned more from them than I
paid for my house. I’m talking about projects
that included guidebooks to classic longdistance trails, both in the UK and overseas,
where the original authors had either given up
due to lamentable sales ﬁgures, or failed to
keep their works up-to-date, resulting in them
becoming less and less useful each year.
I took on one project where a UK guidebook
hadn’t sold its initial print run after a dozen
years. With both stagnant sales and being
long out-of-date stacked against the book,
I nevertheless took it on as a project simply
because I liked the trail. I thought it would be
great to walk it, but I didn’t expect to break
even until maybe ten years had passed.
Imagine my surprise when the book sold out
within its ﬁrst year! Imagine my further surprise
when it went on to be my best-selling book,
reprinted almost every year, racking up royalties
far in excess of what I paid for my house.
The same thing has happened overseas,
where I took on a guidebook project that the
original author simply didn’t want to update,
and the person contracted to write a new
version actually died on the trail. When the
project was very quickly passed to me, I have
to admit a certain amount of trepidation, but for
the past twenty years I’ve continually improved
on the book, seeing it through multiple editions
and reprints, and yet again it’s earned me more
than I paid for my house.
Authors have died and their books have
died with them, then I’ve been oﬀered the
6 Outdoor focus | winter 2019

Paddy Dillon is one of
Britain’s most proliﬁc
outdoor writers and
photographers. Visit
his website to see
his full range of guide
books. His latest book
Walking on the Azores
is available November
2019, published by
Cicerone Press.
www.paddydillon.co.uk

chance to completely overhaul their works
and breathe new life into them. Authors have
simply given up on books they no longer
believe worthwhile, then I’ve been tasked with
creating new editions and keeping them up-todate. That’s all these books needed - a bit of
loving care from time to time - instead of being
neglected.
When I passed on one of my books a year
ago, it wasn’t without a lot of forethought. Sure,
I could have done all the work myself, but on
the other hand I’ve been involved in keeping
many of my books up-to-date over the past few
years, and I had to decide whether to spend a
couple of months on that book alone, or maybe
update three other books over the same period
of time. I feel more like a juggler than a writer,
keeping so many projects in the air at the same
time, so on balance I think it was probably right
for me to drop at least one, and concentrate on
the rest.
Having ﬁnally divested myself of one
project, I’ve been looking carefully at my back
catalogue, and I might be tempted to pass on
one or two more of my books, despite the fact
that I’ve already outlined what happens when
writers thrown in the towel! If you’ve been
reading carefully, then you’ll realise I haven’t
even mentioned the titles of any of my books,
nor the routes, nor the areas I’ve covered. I’m
not going to drop any hints about the books I’m
willing to pass on either, but I will say that in the
right hands, they’ll do well. One of them has the
potential to do exceptionally well.
So, much as I would counsel any writer
against throwing in the towel, I’m considering
just a little towel-throwing at this stage,
because I’d be interested to see if the good
fortune I’ve had over the years is something
that other writers can replicate. There are
tough trails and rugged mountains that are
best explored by younger writers. I’m aware
that many younger writers feel that all the
guidebooks that need to be written have
already been written, but just remember that
when the original authors give up, either
through boredom, old age, inﬁrmity or death,
someone has to pick up these projects and run
with them. In the right hands there’s money to
be made out of them.
Handy hint - it doesn’t take a genius to be
able to spot one or two books on my website
that I might be willing to pass to a younger,
ﬁtter model, provided that they’re willing to put
in the time and eﬀort…

OWPG
Big Weekend 4 - 7 October | Waveney River Centre | Norfolk

Stan Abbott looks back on the recent Big Weekend and forward to future trips...

I

have an embarrassing secret to share…
despite being a longstanding member of the
Guild, I have not actually been to all that
many AGM weekends.
I was one of the many OWG (as it then
was) foot-soldiers gently pressganged into
membership by the indomitable Roly Smith
back in the early 90s. I began my Guild life
by organising a media trip for members to
Svalbard, and managed to lift my solitary Guild
award for a portfolio of news reports, a category
now long forgotten and, I dare say, rightly so.
I’m unsure whether I made it to the AGM to
collect my award – the inner workings of the
organisation seemed then like something I could
comfortably leave to others, immersed as I was
in the febrile politics of other bodies, like the
Association of National Parks and the campaign
to save the Settle & Carlisle Railway and, indeed,
in the demands of a young family.
Many years later, kids long left home and
several different career lives down the track,
an email from Dennis Kelsall, the then AGM
weekend organiser, piqued my interest. He was
proposing a weekend on Jersey, with the chance
to stay in a yurt at the zoo, meet Gerald Durrell’s
widow and participate in a host of exciting
activities. Hefty support from the tourism
authority and Flybe meant that this looked like a
great weekend at minimal outlay.
The weekend wholly lived up to its promise
and the memory of arriving by fast RIB at the
ephemeral tidal islets of Les Écréhous, just of
the French coast, is one that will always live with
me. That weekend became the benchmark for me
and it remains a pinnacle of AGM achievement
that will be difficult to surpass, although
the Isle of Wight was also very good.
Anyway, this is all a rather long way
of saying that I was guilty for too long of
not participating in the Guild’s headline
event. The AGM weekend is the prime
opportunity for members to get together
to share experiences, tell stories and
harvest the mutual support that our little
organisation offers. So, when Dennis,
sadly, felt it was time to stand down, I
struggled to keep my hand by my side
as a new AGM weekend organiser was
sought.
I don’t think I’ll ever match Dennis’s
supreme achievements, but – having
originally said I’d give it just two years

– I now confess to quite enjoying the role. The
secret is to get ahead of the game: suitable
venues get booked up a long way in advance
and we got our excellent Exmoor venue only
because of a cancellation. With that in mind,
I got straight on with organising this year’s
weekend on the Broads, and that’s also why
arrangements for next year’s Big Weekend, as it
has been ‘rebranded’, are already well in hand.
The Broads weekend took us to new territory
and for many of those there, it was actually a
first visit to this fascinating cultural landscape.
On our little boat ramble, we were privileged to
see several rare marsh harriers and a kingfisher,
while others spotted the rather less indigenous
Chinese water deer. I’d dare to venture that the
collective experience, notwithstanding some
pretty Biblical weather, was positive enough
to persuade members that our organisation
is indeed worth of our ongoing support and
nurture.
Next year’s Malham location will provide an
excellent opportunity for members to participate
in a really wide range of activities, including
a walk and ride trip on the Settle & Carlisle
Railway, which is once again taking centre stage
in my own working life. I’m also hoping for a
bit of not too testing caving, alongside off-road
cycling and maybe a bit of rock climbing, and
wild swimming.
Subject to tidal conditions – which I have
yet to research – it may be possible to take the
train to Arnside for an adventure on the sands of
Morecambe Bay.
But to cut to the chase – there’ll be plenty
to do for Guild members and for their partners,
who are always entitled to enjoy the
full range of activities on offer.
Looking ahead to 2021, I’m
currently working on a venue that
would be very exciting indeed - if I can
pull it off.
From all this you’ll gather that
I’m not about to throw in the towel and
quit Big Weekend organisation, though
enthusiastic apprentices are always
welcome. In that regard, many thanks
to Allan Hartley, who popped his hand
up in the Broads, and will now provide
valuable on-the-ground support at
Malham.

< Stan skippering on the Norfolk Broads
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Highly Commended
Tony Howard
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OUTDOOR BOOK

CHRIS TOWNSEND Along the Divide

Quest Into the Unknown

Chris Townsend’s book
Along the Divide, is the
story of the author’s
700-mile walk along
Scotland’s Watershed,
the line of high ground
where fallen rain runs
either west to the Atlantic
or east to the North Sea.
Here, in an extract from
the book, Chris describes
the environmental issues
that inspired the walk.

S

ince moving to Scotland I’d become increasingly
concerned about the conservation of nature
and wild land and become involved with the
conservation movement in Scotland, initially for
the Mountaineering Council of Scotland (now
Mountaineering Scotland) (and, since the walk,
the John Muir Trust). Just how wild and unspoilt
would Scotland feel if I walked it from one end to the
other on the Watershed? What was the potential for
Peter Wright’s “ribbon of wildness” to really mean
something? Years of looking at wild places, here and
abroad, and reading natural history and conservation
books meant I knew that nature in Scotland was in
a poor condition in too many places. Overgrazing,
8 Outdoor focus | winter 2019
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forestry plantations, industrial developments and
more had led to a degraded landscape with poor
biodiversity. Once seen and understood this was hard to
ignore. American conservationist Aldo Leopold wrote
in his seminal book A Sand County Almanac, “One of
the penalties of an ecological education is that one
lives alone in a world of wounds. Much of the damage
inflicted on land is quite invisible to laymen.” Walking
down a treeless glen with little wildlife I know exactly
what he meant. Maybe I would find a Watershed walk
made me sad at what has been lost. At the same time I
knew of all the organisations working on protection and
restoration, giving hope that there is a positive future
for nature and wildness. Maybe I would see enough to
feel optimistic.
I was aware too of the wonderfully named but really
rather sad idea of “shifting baseline syndrome” by
which each generation assumes that the current state
of nature is the norm. This can lead to people protecting
damaged land rather than trying to restore it or even
trying to recreate a damaged landscape. Reading
accounts of what forests and wildlife were like in earlier
centuries, and of the effects of the Clearances and the
Coming of the Sheep and then the deer stalking and
grouse shooting estates, made me realise that very little
of even the best of what I would see on the Watershed
would be near what it could be. It was from such reading
that I knew how empty and bare too many glens are of
people and wildlife, knowledge reinforced by walking
overseas in places where nature was much healthier.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...
Chris Townsend’s relatively slim volume on
walking the Watershed of Scotland edged ahead
by combining some beautifully crafted prose
with personal insights and amusing detail.
In the end his dogged pursuit of a seemingly
arbitrary line revealed some very wellexplained concepts of what wildness means in
a modern Scottish concept. A wonderful book
from an author who immerses himself in the
landscape without feeling the need to ‘list tick’
or ‘beat any personal or other record’.
Judges Sue Viccars, commissioning editor of
Dartmoor Magazine and Chris Bagshaw, editor,
writer and former OWPG member.

After a wild night. Camp at Loch a’Bhealaich

<

<

A rainbow brightens the sky after the storm on Ben Lui

From a Watershed walk I hoped to gain
a bigger overall picture of what was
happening. A ribbon of wildness the
length of the country would be a big
step towards ecological restoration on a
landscape scale.
However despite my awareness of
the state of wild land and nature in
Scotland, I did expect to enjoy the walk.
I wasn’t setting out to have a miserable
time. As walking in wild places is my
passion, especially for weeks at a
time, I expected to mostly feel content
and satisfied. Just being out in nature
walking and camping every day is
enough to lighten my spirits. I hoped for
surprises along the way too, surprises
that would please and cheer me, wildlife
in unexpected places, beautiful light,
calmness and peace. I also knew that
even when damaged, nature always has
something to offer. As the cliché goes,
as long as there is life there is hope. Overgrazed land
can recover, plantations can turn into more natural
forests, wildlife can return. This is the process now
known as rewilding. It needs to happen, and on a large
scale. The Watershed could be part of this, a corridor
linking areas of wild land, a corridor along which
species could travel to new areas.
Much of Scotland is scenically beautiful, grand
and spectacular despite the ecological deficit. Except
in places where the latter really impinged on my
consciousness, I was looking forward to spending so
much time in the wilds of the Southern Uplands and the
Highlands (though I wasn’t so sure about the Central
Lowlands). Being in wild places I always find uplifting.
There’s no real wilderness in Scotland of course. Nearly
everywhere has been touched by humanity. But land
can still be wild and show little visible sign of people’s
influence. Scottish Natural Heritage says wild land
consists of ‘largely semi-natural landscapes that
show minimal signs of human influence’. I hoped and
expected to see much of that on the Watershed.

I love walking as a way to see places properly, to see
details and subtlety missed at faster speeds, and I love
long-distance walking the most because there is time
to immerse myself into nature and wild places, time
to really feel part of a place. Moving on day after day is
also a way to see how the land changes, how changes
in the underlying rocks alter landforms, sometimes
gradually, sometimes abruptly. As a walk progresses I
gain an overall feel for the whole route, for how it’s all
linked. This is helped if I have some understanding of
how the landscape came to be the way it is. Knowing
a little about the geology and geomorphology of the
places I walk through adds greatly to my enjoyment,
just as being able to identify wildlife and trees and
plants does.
As well as the natural history I also like to learn
about the human history. The Watershed has few
habitations and only one town but there are many
signs of human presence and activity going back to
Roman times and earlier. I was interested to see just
how much remained and how easy it was to understand.
The Watershed today is very much what people have
made of it, even if that’s only a fence marking an estate
boundary.
The effects of long walks can take time to surface.
No long walk is ever exactly as expected, at least not
for me. It would be boring if one was. During a walk
my thoughts and feelings about it develop and change.
They continue to do so afterwards, for weeks, months,
years. At the same time as I undertook this walk I was
also thinking deeply, though often not clearly, about
living in Scotland, where I’d moved twenty-four years
earlier. This was now my country but what did that
mean? How had I changed in that time? Walking the
length of the country, and the aftermath of the walk,
would stimulate thoughts and feelings that would
surprise and disturb me.

Sandstone Press Ltd
ISBN 191224022X
www.sandstonepress.com
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TECHNICAL FEATURE

JEN BENSON (with Sim Benson) Green Light (Runner’s World)
Jen Benson is a runner,
writer, mum and co-author of
several guidebooks alongside
husband, Sim. These include Wild
Running (Wild Things Publishing),
The Adventurer’s Guide to Britain
(Bloomsbury), Amazing Family
Adventures (National Trust) and two
Day Walks books with Vertebrate
Publishing.
Jen and Sim are regular contributors
to Trail, Country Walking and Runner’s
World; routes editors and gear testers
at Trail Running magazine; gear
experts for The Ramblers’ Walk
magazine; and Ordnance Survey
GetOutside Champions. Jen has an
MSc in Sport & Exercise Medicine,
specialising in endurance sport.
www.adventureplaces.co.uk

Why we wrote ‘Green Light’, by Jen and Sim Benson

A

for every adventure from bikepacking and bouldering
s people who love the great outdoors, one of
to mountaineering and mountain marathons. We work
our greatest responsibilities must surely be to
closely with brands to make products better, carrying
look after it. From parking considerately - or,
even better, leaving the car at home - to supporting
out short- and long-term testing and offering feedback
conservation organisations, there’s so much we can all
on aspects such as fit, performance, durability and
sustainability.
do to help protect our wild places.
Particularly when we started reviewing gear, one
This responsibility doesn’t end with our impact
of the hardest things to find out was who made it.
on our immediate surroundings, though. We all know
the importance of having the right kit in allowing us
Were they working in good conditions, with decent
to enjoy our adventures as safely
pay and job security? Or were they
and comfortably as possible. And
We wanted to highlight some of working with toxic chemicals, in
dangerous buildings and without
the choices we make when we buy
the brands we felt were shining the basic human rights we take for
clothing and equipment directly
granted in our own work? Then
affect the places, people and
examples of great corporate
animals involved in its production.
responsibility, alongside those came other questions, such as
whether the animals reared for the
Unfortunately, despite increasing
that still have a way to go
production of natural materials
consumer awareness, poor
such as down and wool were well
practice is still rife in the clothing
cared-for, and whether the runoff from dyeing and
industry and many brands are still putting profit before
waterproofing was damaging wildlife in rivers and
corporate decency. As customers, however, we have
the power to drive positive change through our buying
oceans. We were astounded by the lack of transparency
throughout the supply chain and the ability of so many,
decisions and it’s essential we use that power well.
from manufacturers to customers, to turn a blind eye
Sim and I are fortunate enough, in the name of
to how things are made as long as the price is right.
work, to balance writing about exploring beautiful
The RRP of a product is easy to find, but the true cost
places with the testing, reviewing and development of
outdoor kit. Over the years we’ve tested out products
of its manufacture is so much harder to quantify.
10 Outdoor focus | winter 2019

Highly Commended
David Lintern
One Wild Night

From sowing to sewing, we wanted
to know that the choices we were
making, and recommending others
should make, were the best possible
for all involved.
These days, when we’re
reviewing kit, we’re not afraid
to ask brands about the ethics of
their products; to challenge their
claims and demand clear, accurate
information that customers can
easily find. We’ve introduced ‘ethical
choice’ awards so people reading our
reviews know which brands are doing
well and which brands should be
doing better.
In writing our Green Light
feature for Runner’s World magazine
we wanted to combine some hardhitting facts, interesting and
informative details and useful,
practical advice on how to buy well
and look after kit so it performs at its best for as long
as possible. We wanted to highlight some of the brands
we felt were shining examples of great corporate
responsibility, alongside those that still have a way
to go. We also wanted to encourage runners to look
beyond cheap kit for its real cost to people and planet,
and consider whether it’s still good value, particularly
if it doesn’t perform or last as well as a slightly more
expensive alternative. We really believe that it’s only
through knowing what is involved in the production of
our kit that we can all make properly informed buying
choices. And it’s through these choices that we can
change the world of outdoor gear for the better.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...
Readable, thorough - highlights importance
of the subject, gives political economic
background, and loads of practical advice. Loads
of useful boxes highlighting stuff you want to
know. The article was illustrated with great
useful images.
Judges Carlton Reid (founder of On Your Bike
magazine/former OWPG member) and Elizabeth
Multon (Commissioning Editor of Adlard Coles
Nautical, Bloomsbury Publishing)

The Technical Feature Award is sponsored
by Cicerone, a specialist publisher of walking,
trekking, mountaineering and cycling guidebooks.
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Nori Takes a photo (CH)

River Bure at St Benet’s Abbey (RT)

Toad Hole Cottage (CH)

Photos Chris

Intrepid OWPG members take to the Broads
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(DT)

Chris Howes and the River Ant at Toad Hole (RT)

Howes (CH)

, Ronald Turn

bull (RT), an

d David Tayl

windmill on The River Ant (RT)

or (DT)

Highly Commended
Lily Dyu
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GUIDEBOOK

JAN BAKKER (with Christine Oriol) Trekking in Tajikistan

T

ajikistan was love at first sight.
Shortly after driving out from the
capital Dushanbe with our Land
Cruiser, we hit the Pamir Highway and
followed a glacial blue river towards
a horizon filled with snow-capped
mountains. The road was in a terrible
condition, adding to the sense of true
adventure. It was a short trip, sixteen
days of cycle touring in the Southern
Pamirs on mountainous tracks, partly
along the border of Afghanistan.
In Tajikistan I finally found the place
I was looking for. An ultimate place for
adventure travel with hardly any other
foreign visitors, incredibly high and
remote mountains and warm, welcoming
inhabitants. My wife and I tried to plan
a few walks along the way, but it was
impossible to find any information,
other than a 1:500,000 map of the Pamirs
with a number of trekking routes drawn
in and a Soviet-era guidebook.
I wanted to take a closer look at this
mountain called Pik Engels, a 6507
meter high ultra-prominent monolith
soaring high above its surroundings.
After studying Google Earth imagery all
around its base, I believed I had found
a trail to a large meadow at the south
end, just a kilometre from the terminus
of the main glacier. We packed our
camping equipment and set off into
the unknown, hoping to hit the trail I
thought existed. It was better than we
14 Outdoor focus | winter 2019

Jan Bakker has a special
relationship with the
Pamirs, on both the
Tajik and the Afghan
sides. Here he explains
how his book, Trekking
in Tajikistan came to be
written.
www.trekkinginthepamirs.com

Cicerone Press
ISBN 1852849460
www.cicerone.co.uk

could have imagined. A perfect path
was carved along an irrigation channel.
Looking over our shoulder, we could see
the seemingly endless mountain chain
of the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan. The
path made a sharp left turn and my jaw
dropped. The bulk of Pik Engels, framed
by the gorge we were walking in, looked
like the perfect mountain, a climber’s
mountain with vertical rock and ice on
all sides. Apart from intrepid alpinists,
nobody knew about the existence of this
world class route, just a day’s walk from
the road. ‘That’s it! These mountains
deserve a guidebook!’ I proclaimed on
the top of my lungs. This was October
2009.
The book’s publication has been a
long and uncertain process. On my first
research trip I was caught up in an armed
uprise in the city of Osh in southern
Kyrgyzstan, from where I intended to
enter the Tajik Pamirs. I was evacuated
back to Bishkek and had to change the
trekking itineraries that I wanted to do.
Believe it or not, the same happened in
the city of Khorog just two years later.
Government troops and local warlords
clashed and, as all foreigners were
evacuated back to Dushanbe, I somehow
managed to get a self-arranged
evacuation in the other direction, into
the Pamirs. The security service, still
called the KGB in Tajikistan, didn’t want
any onlookers and upon arrival back in

Fastpacking

Khorog to resupply I was told to leave
the region. Another research trip cut
short. It left me somewhat disillusioned
and I decided to self-publish a guide in
PDF with the treks that I did manage to
research.
I didn’t give it much thought anymore
until Christine Oriol approached me
in 2015 with the offer to join forces to
make a more comprehensive guidebook.
She lived in Tajikistan for four years
and knew the country more intimately
than I did. At the time I was working for
the UK-based travel company Untamed
Borders. At the Adventure Travel Show

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...
Dushanbe is now on my bucket list.
This is really what the guidebook
category is all about: the first
published guide to a remote and
relatively unexplored part of the
world that may not be on many
people’s list on account of a trip
being too complicated to organise.
Not any more! Inspirational text
and photographs that really fire the
imagination.
Judges Sue Viccars, commissioning
editor of Dartmoor Magazine and
Chris Bagshaw, editor, writer and
former OWPG member

The Guidebook Award is
sponsored by Aquapac,
manufacturer of 100%
waterproof cases, bags
and pouches. Aquapac
is British company
headquartered in London,
and sells all over the
world.

in London Cicerone was practically our
neighbouring stand. I popped in for a
chat with Jonathan and Joe (we had been
in touch about a Tajikistan book six
years earlier). A month later I signed the
book deal with Cicerone for Trekking in
Tajikistan.
Tajikistan as a trekking destination is
still rather niche, but I’ve noticed there
is definitely an increased interest in the
Tajik mountains. I receive tales from the
Tajik trails that certain routes are a little
busier than the trekker expected (and
most of the trekkers are using the guide),
a testimony that Trekking in Tajikistan
is drawing more people to the beautiful
Tajik mountain wilderness. 		
Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to
attend the AGM in Norfolk as I live in
Uganda, so when I was on home leave in
Scotland a few weeks ago I found to my
complete surprise and delight the Award
for Excellence for Trekking in Tajikistan
in the mail. I owe a big thank you to the
team at Cicerone Press for believing in
this book project. Jonathan Williams
said: ‘It would probably the least
profitable title in Cicerone’s portfolio’,
but went with it regardless. And without
Christine Oriol this book would not have
come to fruition, so I send a big thank
you to Grenoble, France where she
resides. My feet are itching to head back
to the Tajik mountains to explore more
routes for edition two!
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PHOTOGRAPHY

CHRIS HOWES Guads, New Mexico

Chris receiving his award from OWPG chairman, Peter Gilman, and Cicerone’s Joe Williams

<

<

Lower Cave, Carlsbad Caverns

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...
The images follow a consistent theme, are very powerful in terms of framing and
lighting and overall are of a very high professional standard. The use of models is
very good and I like the addition of a stunning close up detail shot. In my opinion
they stand head and shoulders above anything else entered.
Judges Ashley Cooper (GlobalWarmingImages) and Dave Willis (Mountain
SportPhotography)

Sitting Bull Falls Cave

<
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< Bobcat Cave
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Cottonwood Cave

<

<

Cottonwood Cave

Salt formation, Bobcat Cave

<

<

Tourist in the Big Room, Carlsbad Caverns

The Photography Award
is sponsored by Conway.
An imprint of Bloomsbury
Publishing, Conway publishes
books that open up the world
through tales of contemporary
and historical exploration and
adventure.

Highly Commended
Mark Gilligan
In his Element
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OUTDOOR/TRAVEL FEATURE

© James Roddie

ALEX RODDIE Summits & Skylarks (The Great Outdoors)
Alex Roddie is a freelance editor and outdoor writer who works with a

variety of authors, magazines and publishers. He’s perhaps best known
for his writing in The Great Outdoors magazine. In October 2019 he
signed a book deal with Vertebrate Publishing, thanks largely to helpful
advice from fellow OWPG members. He blogs at www.alexroddie.com.

About the feature

This is a very personal piece of writing, and deals with the big stuff:
cancer, the death of a parent, memory, perception, winter, and how we
deal with it all. (Oh, and there are some fine Lakeland fells thrown into
the mix too.)
It took me a long time to even begin writing this piece. My
editor at the time, Emily Rodway, commissioned the feature and
gave me gentle encouragement – but also warned that if I found
the experience too raw then I should feel free to submit something
completely different. It took several false starts and a lot of
red ink, but I got there in the end. When my wife read the
finished draft, it made her cry. I don’t think my writing has
ever made anyone cry before but I took that as a good sign.
Emily told me that she loved the feature and recommended
that I enter it into the OWPG Awards. I did so with no
expectations. I was as close to the piece as I could possibly
be, and had no objectivity whatsoever; I really didn’t know if
it was good or bad. I certainly didn’t expect it to come ahead of
writers with years or decades more experience.

< Alex receiving his award from OWPG chairman, Peter
Gilman, and Kevin Freeborn of Crimson Publishing

Excerpt from ‘Summits & Skylarks’

I

’d forgotten how busy Helvellyn could be. As
I progressed along the ridge, it got busier:
backpackers coming down from a wild camp;
climbers topping out from Striding Edge and crossing
the well-stamped snow towards the summit in their
crampons; even a squad of mountain bikers on their
fat tyres, plotting a careful course between protruding
rocks. I’m not usually one to appreciate a social
experience in the mountains, but I found a certain
comfort in the thought that so many people had
ignored the snow-free, springtime charm of lower fells
and come instead to this isolated bastion at the end of a
long winter – perhaps answering some deep and primal
call from within that drives us to seek the ice.
Or is it the snow’s very defiance and survival,
though ultimately doomed, that we respond
to, even if we aren’t aware of it? In Among the
Summer Snows, Christopher Nicholson wrote of
our fascination with Scottish glacier legends:
“What fuels the debate is the aching desire for
survival. We admire longevity... because we long
for it for ourselves.”
I’d managed to avoid getting ice axe or
crampons out until this point – the path was
well stepped-out, the terrain easy – but the
steep descent along the ridge of Browncove
Crags threw an obstacle down in front of me.
For a short distance, the ground became a lot
rockier and icier, and I decided to get my ice
axe out to hack a few steps. Just like that, I’d
escaped from Helvellyn’s island of winter.
There were more snow patches to be seen on
20 Outdoor focus | winter 2019

the gentler, rounded hills to the north, but nothing like
Helvellyn’s brash ice cap – or at least nothing visible.
I soon had the fells more or less to myself again as I
strode out over easier trails.
Far below me to the left I could see Thirlmere.
I thought about that family holiday a lifetime ago,
about that hot day in summer 2003 when Dad pointed
Helvellyn out to me and my brother James. We weren’t
hillwalkers then, not really, but Dad had dragged us
up a few of his old favourites in the Yorkshire Dales,
and stared wistfully across at others from places I now
realised must have been the cherished viewpoints from
another life. Though the mountains don’t change, we

project our own changes onto them. My dad had
given me so much in his life, and as I stood there
gazing down at Thirlmere and letting these thoughts
bubble up from their depths, I grasped at the truth
of my own grief: this trip was certainly not its
conclusion, because grief doesn’t come to an end. It
only changes, as we change.
My walk north over the rolling forms of
Stybarrow Dodd and all the others was as bittersweet
as the start of my journey had been oblivious.
Sunshine and blue skies contrasted with those last
few snowbeds, clinging on in sheltered gullies. The
raw cruelty of cancer seemed like an impossibility
in this place – and yet there are submerged truths
here too, white lies we tell ourselves about the
unsullied beauty of Lakeland. Mountains themselves
are indifferent, and their ecology has been degraded
by industrialisation and overconsumption. Like
life, there’s more going on than you can see on the
surface, and we don’t always want to look too closely
in case we see too much.
Those were my thoughts as I rounded a corner
and came face to face with one final obstacle: a deep
bed of snow that curled in an arc around the top of
a gully, drifted deep over the path. The surface was
hard and once again I had to get my axe out and cut
steps, conscious of the nasty run-out to my left.
Something about this hidden snow patch brightened
my mood. It disrupted the narrative I’d been building
in my head, of Helvellyn’s fortress of ice – this snow
patch was on a different hill and at a modest altitude,
and it didn’t care about my metaphors.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...
Moving, and engaging from the outset. Beautiful
description of the mountain, and a keen
appreciation of his own psychology and his grief,
and this gives the feature much more depth and
interest. They liked the opener and the conclusion,
acknowledging the metaphors you can draw
between your inner life and the mountain but in
the end coming back to the simple appreciation of
being alive and in the open air. A lovely piece. It
was way out in front in the travel category
Judges Carlton Reid (founder of On Your Bike
magazine/former OWPG member) and Elizabeth
Multon (Commissioning Editor of Adlard Coles
Nautical, Bloomsbury Publishing)

The Outdoor Travel Feature Award is sponsored
by OS Pathﬁnder Guides. Published by Crimson
Publishing, they are Britain’s best-loved walking
guides. Long-established, these high-quality
walking guides oﬀer in total more than 14,500 miles
and circa 6,000 hours of walking in 94 UK titles.
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WHAT THE JUDGES SAID...

DAVID LINTERN (with Tim Parkin) Save Glen Etive website

Photos © David Lintern

Save Glen Etive is an excellent
campaigning website that makes
good use of its medium. Its
all-important home page sends
a clear message with wellorganised categories, concise
summaries, intuitive navigation
and clear calls to action including
newsletter signup. Its use of
blue-text links is effectively
integrated into text.
Judges Craig Wareham (founder
of Viewranger), Lois Sparling
(formerly of Cicerone Press)
and Jacquetta Megarry (OWPG
member and last year’s winner)

David Lintern explains why the
campaigning website was set up and the
process involved

I

n autumn 2018, many hillwalkers and kayakers
became aware of plans to build seven Run of
River hydro schemes in Glen Etive - in effect, to
industrialise every major tributary leading into the
main River Etive. The tributaries on the east of the river
were felt to be the most sensitive, with a significant
landscape impact, and much recreational use by both
white water boaters, walkers accessing the Ben Starav
Munros and photographers. The environmental impact
of run of river is only just starting to emerge, but we
know that eel, salmon, eagle and freshwater mussel
habitat could be drastically affected. This, quite apart
from the value in Scotland’s cultural heritage as the
site for drove roads, Gaelic song poems and Celtic
mythology. The tributaries on the west are cloaked in
sitka plantation, although this is slowly being taken out.
Around 650 people lodged formal objections, and
both Mountaineering Council and John Muir Trust
objected in various ways. The developer then pulled a
fairly familiar trick of pulling the applications, then
resubmitting with some small changes, which meant
that all of the public’s objections were classed as
redundant. Of course, asking people to look all over
again at the plans and resubmit their objections is never
as successful - who has the time for this, except the
energy companies and their lawyers...?
22 Outdoor focus | winter 2019

Until February 2019, efforts were mostly individual
and fragmented, although word was spreading by
social media. A small group of activists came together
quite organically - most of us have still never met bar
meetings via phone and video link. An FB group was
very successful in raising awareness among the general
(not necessarily hill going per se) visiting public, a
petition grew to over 12,000 signatories and emails
to councillors made public on Twitter did similar
work for those more professionally engaged - guides,
journalists, councillors and the NGOs.
Enough of a fuss was created to cause The Highland
Council to decide to look again at the three schemes on
the east side. A date of 20 March was decided, and this
loose campaign group needed a means of addressing the
councillors, most of whom are not experts in renewable
schemes before they considered and voted on the issue.
As you can see the website was not the focus of the
campaign, just a tool for a particular audience...
Most of the credit for the website build itself should
go to Tim Parkin, a local man from Ballachulish who
runs the On Landscape photography magazine (but
is not an OWPG member). I wrote the text, in close
cooperation with my fellow rabble-rousers, but Tim
looked after the design side, utilising his extensive
contacts in the photography world who all donated
images. The OWPG judges said some nice things about
the website, but also pointed out some issues which are
relevant in this kind of work. Some of our images took
a while to load, and some links were defunct. Back in
March, of course, all the links did work... and we had no

www.saveglenetive.co.uk

Allt a’ Chaorainn, just down from the planned intake

<

<

The Ben Starav group, the Allt a’ Mheuran issues from the coire system

time to reduce image size. The entire build took around
36 hours, over one weekend, and we were very much up
against the clock. It needed to be ready for Monday AM,
ahead of a Highland Council meeting on Wednesday.
Our audience for the website was primarily
professionals but not expert, so we needed to cover the
planning implications and technical land designations,
the effect of industrialising a place well used and loved
by both locals, nationals and international visitors
(with pound signs attached where we had the data!), the
very small energy benefit (less than a single off shore
turbine), as well as the environmental, wildlife and
safety aspects.
Tim and I are grateful for the award but it’s bittersweet. We failed to convince the Councillors and they
approved all seven schemes at that meeting. The group
was devastated - the campaign collectively involved
thousands of hours of voluntary work; raising profile,
talking to councillors and the press, researching the
impacts on visitor experience, wildlife and nature.
My personal feeling is that we lost, not because
of bad information, or even communication of that
information, but because we were portrayed by both
media and some in the glen us as meddling urban
outsiders... despite having lots of local support. We tried
repeatedly to reach out to the local community, but
were met with no quarter. In a BBC interview, where
one speaker was a slightly dishevelled man in a Páramo
jacket and the other was a posh gent in a deerstalker
hat, the former came to be seen as the outsider. The
Glen Etive case went to the heart of deep seated and
historical issues around landlord-ism, land reform and
more subtly felt issues in the Highlands around ‘centre
and periphery’. The press quickly turned it into ‘us and
them’. In my view, there is still work to do to develop
a language of landscape that works across interest
groups, and includes local communities without
descending into nativism.
The campaign group hasn’t stopped monitoring
the situation and unfavourable reports from SEPA, the
official government body overseeing changes to water
courses and quality, have since emerged. It may be
therefore that the fate of these water courses amongst
world class landscape still hangs in the balance, despite
officially being approved.

The Digital Production Award is sponsored by Cordee.
Having started life as a sole distributor for rock climbing
guidebooks published by the largest climbing clubs in
the UK, the business now includes distribution of titles
encompassing all outdoor activities.
Owned and managed by brother and sister Richard and
Jane Robinson, Cordee has a unique and world-renowned
catalogue of books and maps.

www.cordee.co.uk
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Photos Chris Howes (CH), Ronald
Turnbull (RT), David Taylor (DT),
and Stan Abbott (SA)

